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Abstract—Software producing organizations have the ability
to address the energy impact of their ICT solutions during the
development process. However, while industry is convinced of the
energy impact of hardware, the role of software has mostly been
acknowledged by researchers in software engineering. Strengthened by the limited practical knowledge to reduce the energy
consumption, organizations have less control over the energy
impact of their products and lose the contribution of software
towards energy related strategies. Consequently, industry risks
not being able to meet customer requirements or even fulfill
corporate sustainability goals.
In this paper we perform an exploratory case study on how
to create and maintain awareness on an energy consumption
perspective for software among stakeholders involved with the
development of software products. During the study, we followed
the development process of two commercial software products
and provided direct feedback to the stakeholders on the effects
of their development efforts, specifically concerning energy consumption and performance, using an energy dashboard. Multiple
awareness measurements allowed us to keep track of changes
over time on specific aspects affecting software development.
Our results show that, despite a mixed sentiment towards the
dashboard, changed awareness has triggered discussion on the
energy consumption of software.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Software is acknowledged by academia to be a key driver for
the energy consumption of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) solutions [1], [2]. Software and energy, i.e.,
the area of green software [2], can be related to the environmental dimension of sustainability, which is generally defined
as ‘the capacity to endure’ [3]. One way to address energy
consumption in software, i.e. Software Energy Consumption
(SEC), is through its software architecture [4]. By applying an
Energy Consumption Perspective (ECP) [5], the SEC can be
addressed in the early stages of software engineering. In this
way, sustainability can be considered as a Quality Attribute [6],
and consequently, it can be included in trade-off analysis and
architecture evaluation [7]. However, a necessary prerequisite
is that the stakeholders involved in the development are aware

of the energy consumed by their software and its causes [8].
Different studies have surfaced investigating means to measure SEC [9], [10] compare releases of software products on
their energy consuming characteristics [8], [11], and provide
insight to those involved in software development [12]. Another study [13] reports limited knowledge of energy efficiency
and lack of knowledge of practices to reduce the SEC among
software developers. Additionally, the study reports uncertainty about how software consumes energy, which seems to
contrast the findings of [14], that practitioners are aware of
energy consumption problems. From these studies, it becomes
clear that a gap remains with respect to concrete coding
guidelines and practices reaching their target audience [15].
In other words, we see that industry is not yet able to adopt
solutions provided by research.
With the growing attention for corporate social responsibility, Software Producing Organizations (SPOs) [16], such as
independent software vendors and open-source foundations,
risk not being able to fulfill their corporate sustainability goals
and meet (customer) sustainability requirements with their
software [8]. Awareness of their software products’ energy
consumption potentially helps SPOs to mitigate this risk.
In this paper, we present the findings of a multiple-case
study on creating and maintaining awareness of the energy
consumption of software products among stakeholders during
development, as it has the greatest impact [17]. We first
introduce an energy dashboard for the ECP based on earlier
research [18], which provides insight in the energy consumption between consecutive sprints. For two commercial software
product, we then measure how the awareness changed over
several sprints. To measure the development of the awareness
we create a specialized awareness model for SEC, inspired by
the work of [19] and that served as a basis for the surveys
held with the stakeholders after each sprint.
The main contribution of this paper is twofold:
• Awareness model for SEC: The model we apply allows
us to capture the awareness of stakeholders involved with
product development. The scores we obtain allow for
analysis on different constructs, which provide insight

into the areas that require extra attention in relation to
SEC and ECP.
• Development of awareness over sprints: Although the
stakeholders are better aware of the ECP of their software
products, the results show and shortcomings in current
state-of-the-art tactics and best-practices to improve software energy efficiency. Furthermore, to maintain awareness, SEC should be supported throughout the whole
organization.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II presents
our research questions followed by a discussion of related
work (Section III) and the design of our empirical study
(Section IV). In Section V we present the results of our study
which are discussed in Section VI, followed by the threats to
validity (Section VII). Concluding remarks and an outline for
future work are provided in Section VIII.
II. R ESEARCH Q UESTIONS
To address the issue presented above, our study was structured around the following main research question (RQ):
RQ: How to create and maintain awareness of the energy
consumption perspective in software product development?
Following ‘A Dictionary of Psychology’1 awareness is part
of being ‘conscious’ that is: “giving due weight to something”.
In our context, being aware means weighted decisions can be
made with respect to SEC, without implying an improvement
or deterioration of the SEC. For an SPO, systematically
addressing the SEC in the software design requires that
awareness is maintained among the stakeholders involved with
the software.
As a prerequisite to answer our RQ we need to be able to
determine awareness among stakeholders, which leads to our
first research sub-question:
SQ1: How can we measure awareness on the topic of SEC?
For this sub-question (SQ1) we look into those aspects that
determine awareness and operationalize these in the software
engineering context.
Second, to actually create awareness, we require a means
to stimulate the stakeholders to actively think about SEC that
can be incorporated in the development process. Resulting in
the second and third sub-questions:
SQ2: What stimulus can be used to trigger SEC awareness?
SQ3: How can we incorporate SEC in the development
process?
The second sub-question (SQ2) is set to investigate what
information is required by the stakeholders and in which
form the information should be presented. After determining
what stimulus is required, we answer the final sub-question
(SQ3) by investigating how the stimulus can be included in
the development process, with minimal impact on the process
1 http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199534067.001.
0001/acref-9780199534067

itself, and enable stakeholders to structurally consider the SEC
of their software products.

III. BACKGROUND
Green Software: Green software generally refers to energy
efficient software. To create green software, the sustainability
aspect should be addressed during the early development
stages of a product and constantly monitored during the
software product lifecycle [17]. For example, applying green
practices [15] and selecting the right ‘Collection types’ [20]
potentially reduce the energy consumption up to respectively
25% and 300%. If we position sustainability as a software
quality property [3], [5] we can go back further in the lifecycle,
i.e. the design phase, where the software architecture allows
for precluding qualitative traits of the software [4]. Similar to
technical debt [21], early awareness of green software could
save a significant amount of costs compared to refactoring the
software at a later stage.
Energy Profiling: A recurring theme with green software is
monitoring the SEC to support engineers with understanding
their code and its energy impact [22]. However, unlike example
the mobile domain [23], monitoring is more difficult with
software products [1], [8] and different approaches exist to
estimate the SEC. Most prominent are power models that
profile the software based on resource usage, e.g. [9], [10], but
new approaches are surfacing using big data principles [24].
A modeling specialist, for example, could help in building
predictive profiling models [25]. In practice, performance is
often used as a proxy for energy efficiency; i.e. less resource
usage equals to less energy consumption. However, energy
consumption and performance are not always positively correlated [26]–[28] and should thus be considered separately.
SEC Awareness: A lack of knowledge on SEC [13] does
not imply green software should be neglected altogether.
Knowing the difference in energy consumption between releases, e.g. [8], could help practitioners determine whether
the energy consumption is reasonable given the work being
performed [22]. Being aware of the topic, which fits the ‘service awareness’ problem area [29], could affect the believes
of software engineers that are bound to affect their practice
[30]. Following the economic dimension of sustainability [3],
software-oriented data analytics [25] provides actionable insights to achieve business goals using green software practices.
Creating awareness requires a stimulus that triggers stakeholders to actively make conscious decisions with respect
to SEC. Examples like the ‘Eco’ programming model [31],
Resource Utilization Score (RUS) [18] and a graphical energy
monitoring interface [12] have shown positive effects in this
regard. However, creating awareness does not automatically
imply a reduced energy consumption. A conscious decision
could be to favor a specific quality aspect above sustainability,
e.g. color usage to improve the usability [14]. In this case a
conscious design trade-off is made [5].

Figure 1.

Model on transforming environmental behavior with the constructs translated to our study, after Matthies [19].

IV. R ESEARCH D ESIGN
To answer our main research question we have conducted
an embedded multiple-case study [32] where we measure
SEC awareness and stimulus acceptance (i.e. multiple units of
analysis) with two cases in a company developing commercial
software products. In this section we describe the design of
our study following the guidelines provided in [32]–[36].
A. Energy Consumption and Performance Measurements
To perform energy consumption measurements we applied
a software-based approach using Microsoft Joulemeter (JM),
similar to the approach applied in our earlier research [5],
[8]. After calibration, JM allows us estimate the total energy
consumed by a system at run time based on the computational
resources used with a one second interval between measurements. To determine the SEC we subtract the idle energy
consumption of a system from the energy consumed while
running the software, both obtained using JM. The difference
is in the energy consumed on the account of the software
product, i.e. its SEC.
A prerequisite for valid measurement is to let the hosting
server cool down to a stable state (i.e. a state with no active
processes without direct instructions from the user [8]) after
a reboot. The cooldown time has to be determined for each
individual server used in the study.
In turn, the performance of the hardware components was
measured using Windows Performance Monitor, a standard
tool with the Windows operating system. Developers are in
general more familiar with performance aspects, e.g. CPU utilization, and have experience with addressing the performance
aspects of a system. To provide insight in the resource usage
by the software we calculate a Resource Utilization Score, or
RUS [18] – a score for the software based on the relevant
performance aspects according to the stakeholders.
SEC and Performance Measurements Protocol: To ensure the validity of the SEC measurements, a simple protocol
was followed to perform each run:
1) Restart the environment.
2) Close unnecessary applications.
3) Start performance measurements and setup JM.
4) Remain idle for the duration of the cooldown time.
5) Start JM measurements.

6) Start load test and wait for test to finish.
7) Collect and check data.
Starting the performance measurements upfront (step (3)),
allowed us to check whether the system was indeed in a stable
state during a run. If this was not the case (checked in step
(7)), the run was excluded from further analysis.
B. On measuring awareness on SEC
In designing the study to answer SQ1, we found that
‘awareness’ cannot be measured directly due to the inability
to quantify the concept [37]. Hence, as a means of indirect
measurement, we used the model presented by Matthies [19]
meant to transform environmental-detrimental habits into proenvironmental habits, and specialized it to capture changes in
awareness on SEC. The resulting model (Fig. 1) consists of
four stages (norm activation, motivation, evaluation and action)
and six constructs (C1 through C6) that directly or indirectly
affect the weighting of moral, social and other types of costs
and benefits, potentially resulting in a behavioral change.
Following the definition of awareness provided in Section II,
for stage Evaluation we relabeled the activity of ‘weighting
relevant aspects’ into ‘awareness on SEC’ and defined a survey
to measure it. We used the specialized constructs as basis
for defining the survey questions2 . In the Action stage of the
model we determine whether behavior has indeed changed.
As illustrated in Table I, we formulated 14 statements based
on the constructs. To this aim, we carried out brainstorming
sessions with experts in the field of green software engineering
(including the authors) combined with related works like [13],
[38]. While the statements are related to personal experience,
it has been recognized that such personal experience has the
strongest influence on beliefs with respect to specific topics
related to software engineering [30]. (See also Section VII for
a discussion of the related threats to validity.) Each individual
statement can be answered with an option ranging from
strongly disagree (-2), disagree (-1), neutral (0), agree (1) to
strongly agree (2) – where the number behind every option
represents our internal coding scheme.
Next to measuring SEC awareness, the survey also includes
statements for measuring the acceptance of the awareness
stimulus (i.e. the dashboard, see Section IV-C). To this aim,
2 The

complete survey is available online at http://tinyurl.com/gvpf3hg.

Table I
T HE STATEMENTS PER CONSTRUCT USED FOR THE AWARENESS MEASUREMENTS , WITH ITS PARTITIONING INTO SURVEYS A AND B.

C1 (A)

1

C2 (B)

2
3
4
5

C3 (B)

6
7

C4 (A)
C5 (A)
C6 (A)

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

I want to determine the energy consumption of our software development environment (e.g. by calculating the energy
consumed by (test)servers, laptops and other resources).
Before this project, I wondered multiple times about the energy consumption of our software development environment.
I expect that software has a large influence on the energy usage.
I would like to know the energy consumption of our software product.
If I had more time to work on the code, I would be able to reduce the energy consumption.
The applied techniques (programming language, design patterns, etc.) to realize the software product, allow for the reduction
of energy consumption.
It is possible to make a trade-off between our current non-functional requirements (e.g. performance) and the energy
consumption of our software.
Addressing the energy consumption of our software should gain more attention.
I would like to reduce the energy consumption, if I am allowed to spend time on it.
The energy consumption of our software product is discussed during (in)formal meetings.
If other teams reduce the energy consumption of their software, I would attempt it too.
Reducing the energy consumption would be a benefit to the organization and the customer.
Code optimizations to improve non-functional requirements should be acknowledged and included in our backlog.
The benefits of rewriting the code to reduce the energy exceed the costs.

we used as basis constructs inspired by the Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) [39], [40], and
included the relevant associated statements. Both constructs
and associated statements are shown in Fig. 6.
The first version of the survey was reviewed by ten practitioners in our network (software engineers and IT managers)
with varying years of experience. The main feedback was
related to the formulation of the statements. However, several
warnings were also issued with respect to the length of the
survey. As we intended to present the survey to stakeholders
multiple times (see Section IV-D), we have split the survey in
three separate sections:
• Survey A, evaluating the awareness with a generic and
broad scope (C1 and C4-C6).
• Survey B, evaluating the awareness related to a specific
software release (C2 and C3).
• Survey C, focused on the acceptance of the awareness
stimulus (in our case, the dashboard).
Each survey section is presented to the participants only when
relevant, as exemplified in Fig. 3. This allowed us throughout
the study to distribute the effort required to the participants
while collecting all necessary data.
C. The Stimulus to Trigger SEC Awareness
To answer SQ2, we used as input the work done in [18] and
[12], and combined them resulting in an energy dashboard, as
shown in Fig. 2. This includes a radar chart and an overview of
the exact measurements. Data for the dashboard is obtained by
following the provided measurement protocol (Section IV-A).
In particular, the radar chart graphically shows the RUS
[18] and is meant to enhance the communication of the
measurements to stakeholders and highlight key findings. As
adopted in [12], visual information coveys familiar indicators and gauges, e.g. percentages and bar charts, that ‘nonenergy experts’ can easily grasp. Regarding the individual
measurements, the energy dashboard (lower part of Fig. 2)
includes the delta between two releases, which indicates the
change with respect to the usage of a specific resource [18].

Calculating deltas requires labeling one release as benchmark
and positioning the measurements of a different release in light
of this benchmark. In the example of Fig. 2, the results show
a decrease in energy consumption with 2.15% of the new
release (black line) compared to the previous release (blue
line), whereas the color of the surface (green, to yellow to
red) represent the intensity of the decrease (green) or increase
(red) in resource usage. With multiple consecutive releases,
each new release is set as the benchmark for the next, thereby
summarizing the effects of the latter release.
D. On incorporating the Stimulus in Development Process
To answer SQ3, we followed the advice of Devanbu et al.
[30] to take practitioners’ beliefs into account in designing an
experiment. A short investigation with multiple development
teams and the experience of the authors learned that Scrum
was the common development method in the company, and
that software-related dashboards were frequently consulted at
the end of each sprint. At this point in time the team typically
reflects on the past sprint and decides on corrections, e.g.
(re-)prioritize requirements, if required. Accordingly, it was
natural to present our dashboard shortly after each sprint.
Fig. 3 illustrates the holistic organization of our multiplecase study. The survey and energy dashboard have been
incorporated in the Scrum development process used by the
involved company. At the start, survey A and B are presented
to determine the initial awareness of the stakeholders, followed
by the preparation phase where the first two releases of
a software product (r.1 and r.2) are tested. The preparation
phase ends with the sprint review for release 2 where the
first dashboard (dashboard r.2 - r.1) is presented. The order
of releases with the dashboard indicates that, e.g., release 2
is compared to release 1, and as such release 1 served as the
benchmark for calculating the delta’s.
After the preparation phase, we repeat the following procedure for each consecutive sprint. At the end of a sprint, while
the new release is being tested by the team, the load test
can be performed to collect data for the energy dashboard.
In the accompanying sprint review the stakeholders fill in

Figure 2. The energy dashboard: example as presented to the stakeholders
of case RS.

survey B and C, looking back at the past sprint and dashboard
presented at the previous sprint review. Afterwards the new
dashboard is presented. In the last iteration, survey A, B and
C are presented, followed by the final dashboard. The case
evaluation with the team closes a case and helps to determine
whether behavior has changed (i.e. the Action stage of the
model in Fig. 1).
E. Case Selection
The cases included in our study were acquired by contacting
product managers of multiple software products within the
case company; a large international SPO. While we did not
have specific criteria for the software products themselves, we
did formulate the following inclusion criteria related to the
processes, technology, and team:
• An agile development method is implemented including
reviews after each development iteration.
• At least six releases are available, four of which will be
developed during the case study.
• The software product can be deployed in a productionlike environment.
• Automated load tests are available.
• Commitment to participate for the duration of at least five
sprints including filling in multiple surveys.
With respect to the load test, we are striving for usage
scenarios as these are used most often when practitioners
evaluate energy usage [22]. In the end we identified two cases
that met all inclusion criteria. The details of these cases are
provided below.
Case 1: Document Generator (DG) is a commercial
software product used by over 300 (mostly governmental)
organizations in the Netherlands, counting more than 900
end-users, and generating more than 30 million documents
on an annual basis. Although DG has been used in earlier
research [5], [8], meanwhile the product has moved to a new

development team. This assures us of not having biased results
with respect to awareness. We identified four developers and
one tester as the stakeholders involved with developing DG
and commitment was given for releases 8.0.6, 8.0.7, 8.0.7.1,
8.0.8, 8.0.9 and 9.0.0 being developed during the study. The
duration of a sprint was three weeks, which meant the case
study would last for fifteen weeks.
DG was deployed in a production-like environment encompassing an application and database server, both with a
cooldown time of 20 minutes. The load test was designed to
simulate a user generating 258 complex documents. Within the
limited time for testing we were aiming for at least 40 measurements per DG release. Discussing the measurements with
our DG contact learned that, apart from energy consumption,
the CPU utilization, memory usage, hard disk usage, network
usage and execution time were of interest.
Case 2: Retail System (RS) is a commercial software product for retail stores, e.g. supermarkets, to process the customer
transactions of their points of sales, e.g. cash registers. With a
customer base of 110 customers in 30 countries, counting more
than 20.000 stores and 75.000 points of sales, RS processes
more than 20 billion transactions on an annual basis. For RS,
the 23 stakeholders participating in our study were located in
Belgium and Romania: 16 developers, 1 database developer, 2
technical analysts, 2 testers, 1 software architect and 1 product
specialist. Commitment was given for releases 3.11, 3.12, 3.13,
3.14, 3.15 and 3.15.1. Each sprint takes three weeks, resulting
in a total case duration of fifteen weeks.
The RS software was deployed on a single server, with a
cooldown time of 15 minutes, which corresponds to the most
simple production-like setting. Despite its simplicity, our load
test was designed to simulate the transactions for up to 100
points of sales, i.e. multiple supermarkets, in a fixed timespan of three hours. Considering the limited time window, we
aimed to perform at least 10 runs for each RS release. With
respect to the measurements, our RS contact pointed out the
CPU utilization, memory usage, hard disk usage and network
usage should be measured.
F. Data Analysis Procedure
The number of parcticipants per case (n=5 for DG, and
n=22 for RS), led us to follow a qualitative approach to
analyze our data [41] using awareness (survey A and B)
and acceptance (survey C) scores calculated using the survey
results. We calculate scores by adding up individual scores into
a statement score, adding up the statement scores to score a
construct, and finally adding up the construct scores resulting
in a score for awareness and acceptance. Following the coding
scheme of our data, i.e. from -2 to +2, a negative score
indicates disagreement with the statements and vice versa. To
accurately show changes over time, we only include the results
of participants that filled in survey A at the start and end of
the study and missed at most one combination of survey B
and C.

Figure 3.

The case study organization including sprints, test periods, sprint reviews, energy dashboard presentations and surveys.

V. R ESULTS
In this section we report on the execution and the results of
our multi-case study, for both cases. Detailed figures including
scores per statement, like Fig. 6, are provided online3 .
A. Study Execution
With DG we deviated from the case description by excluding release 9.0.0 from the study. Even with support of the team,
successful deployment was not possible and, consequently,
release 8.0.9 was the final release included in the study. Due
to time constraints and the planning of the DG team we could
not compensate for this exclusion, resulting in a data gap for
sprint review r.5. With the included releases we managed to
perform the required 40 valid runs and collect all survey data
with the exception of survey B (r.3) and survey C (r.2 - r.1) of
two team members due to holidays. Despite the missing data,
following our analysis procedure, the input of all five team
members was included in the score calculations.
With RS, given the geographical distribution, an online
survey tool was used to conduct the surveys, with the following
survey response rates: 96% (SR-r.1), 65% (SR-r.3), 61% (SRr.4), 57% (SR-r.5) and 65% (SR-r.6). Following the data
analysis procedure, the RS scores were calculated based on
the survey results of twelve team members. Additionally, we
managed to perform nine runs per release, instead of the
required ten, due to sharing of the test resources and issues
with Performance Monitor. The available resources for load
testing were also used for production testing which simply
had a higher priority. Investigation into Performance Monitor
pointed out data is automatically deleted when a specific
threshold is reached for the available hard disk space. An issue
we solved with a simple reconfiguration. Despite missing one
run we still obtained sufficient data per release to produce
valid energy dashboards.
The evaluation for both cases took place approximately two
weeks after ‘sprint 4’ with representatives of the team.
B. Survey A and B
The final score on awareness for the DG team decreased
from +23 to +3 at the end of the case study. On construct
level the results (Fig. 4) show an increase with respect to consciousness of the energy consumption of software (C1) and the
social norm on developing energy efficient software (C5). On
the other hand the stakeholders indicate that the relevance of
3 Scores

per statement available at http://tinyurl.com/gvpf3hg.

creating energy efficient software (C2) has decreased together
with the consciousness of one’s possibilities to reduce the SEC
(C3), the personal opinion on reducing the SEC (C4) and the
other motives to reduce the SEC (C6). The scores on C2 and
C3 (collected with survey B), resemble the patterns of the
Gartner Hype Cycle with a change from strongly positive to
strongly negative and back to a more neutral score, i.e. zero.
The awareness scores for RS changed from +4 to -16 during
the case study, and on construct level (Fig. 5) resemble the
trends found with DG. C2 and C3 again show the Gartner
Hype Cycle pattern, C4 and C6 decrease over time with C4
even becoming negative and C5 changed from negative to a
positive score. The only discrepancy is with C1 where RS
stakeholders became more negative.
C. Survey C
With respect to the acceptance of the energy dashboard, in
general the statement scores of the DG stakeholders (Fig. 6)
are increasingly negative over sprint reviews – resulting in a
change of the total score from 14 to -24. The only exception is
with the effort expectancy (EE) construct, where the final score
of +5 (obtained by adding up the EE scores for SR r.6) implies
that the dashboard is considered user friendly. The attitude
towards technology (AT) follows in a second place with a
score moving from +6 to 0. Scores concerning the performance
expectancy (PE), social influence (SI) and behavioral intention
(BI) become increasingly negative, namely -3 to -5, -2 to -13
and +8 to -11 respectively.
For RS (Fig. 7), the total dashboard acceptance score shifts
from -79 to -118 and we again only find a positive final
score (+6) with the EE construct. The other construct scores
imply a consistent negative acceptance of the energy dashboard
resulting in final scores of -26 (AT), -35 (BI), -18 (PE) and
-45 (SI).
VI. D ISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the results in light of our research
sub-questions. To this aim, we follow a method similar to
sentiment analysis [42].
A. SQ1: Measuring awareness on SEC
With respect to C1, the sentiment switched from negative
(-2) to positive (+5) with DG (Fig. 4), indicating an increased
willingness to determine the energy consumption in relation
to software, and became more negative (-13 to -18) with RS
(Fig. 5). The case evaluations learned that both teams were

Figure 4. DG case: The awareness scores per construct over sprint reviews.

Figure 5.

RS case: The awareness scores per construct over sprint reviews.

more aware of the SEC and would keep the topic in mind
during development, hence implying a change in behavior.
However, the focus remains on software functionality in line
with product strategy and customer demand.
Software architecture: With C2 and C3, stakeholders from
both cases increasingly want to know the SEC of their software
product, which seems in contrast with the RS scores on C1.
Investigating the individual statements for RS, we found a
potential explanation in the negative score concerning the
influence of software on energy consumption (i.e. -15 to 6). In contrast with DG, where the case ends with a neutral
score on this statement. Rephrased, while there is an interest
in the SEC, with RS there is doubt on the impact of the
software on energy consumption. One RS developer stated
from previous experiences with mobile software that the
effectiveness of any effort is clouded by the different layers
of the software stack (e.g. operating system and middleware).
While the move towards a more neutral sentiment indicates
a greater acknowledgement of the role of software, hardware
and other aspects are still believed to have a greater impact
on the energy consumption.
When asked, RS stakeholders appointed software architects
as the main actors in relation to SEC along with hardware
manufacturers, and a declining role for software developers.
In contrast, DG stakeholders consistently appoint software
developers and architects as the main actors. These findings
provide a plausible reason for the sentiment on C3 and
remained negative sentiment on specific statements for this
construct. For example, given the large group of developers

involved, the RS stakeholders maintain a negative sentiment
towards the statement on spending more time to reduce the
SEC. However, driving the positive C3 score, RS stakeholders
acknowledge the importance of the applied techniques (+6)
and trade-offs with non-functional requirements (+4).
The results for C6 also confirm the focus on software architecture. For example, stakeholders reconsidered the statement
on including code optimizations to reduce the SEC in the
backlog (+6 to -3 with DG, and +11 to +6 for RS). A possible
cause is that the stakeholders increasingly positioned SEC in
relation to non-functional requirements of the software [4],
which are typically not included in the backlog. This finding
could explain the stakeholders’ negative sentiment towards the
statement that the benefits of rewriting the code to reduce the
SEC exceed the costs.
Learning curve: The statements of C3, on the extent to
which the applied techniques and making trade-offs with nonfunctional requirements can contribute to reducing the SEC,
suggest a learning curve took place. Starting with positive
scores, stakeholders from both cases appear to underestimate
the complexity involved with reducing the SEC. After the
first dashboard presentation, the scores became negative with
stakeholders realizing the complexity involved. The movement
towards a neutral or even positive score follows after stakeholders better comprehend the SEC. Interesting to note is that
DG stakeholders indicate the SEC is not discussed during
(in)formal meetings (C5), whereas a lively discussion on SEC
took place during multiple sprint reviews. The RS scores move
from -17 to -8 on the latter statement, and the evaluation
learned that SEC is discussed by specific groups, e.g. lead
developers and architects, within the team.
SEC on the team agenda: Given the developments with
C1, C2 and C3, a decline with C4 was expected. With DG
a slight positive sentiment remains as the stakeholders are
willing to address the SEC when allowed to spend time on
this aspect. However, in line the discussion so far, RS becomes
negative (+4 to -7) on this statement.
Stakeholders from both cases indicated extra attention towards SEC is only required when reduced energy consumption
becomes a requirement from the customer or a strategic driver
within the organization. Here we also find a difference between
cases; the DG team could obtain a strategic advantage by being
delivering a more ‘sustainable’ product, whereas RS did not
identify this advantage within their markets. A finding that fits
the survey results and potentially shows a difference between
the markets involved in the study.
Willingness: The statement on seeing other teams address
the SEC (C5) moves from a negative (-2) to a positive (+2)
sentiment with DG and increases from +1 to +3 with RS.
Additionally, both cases acknowledged that reducing the SEC
benefits the organization and the customer, however customer
demand and market trends lead in determining the future
of the product. The results indicate a willingness to address
the SEC when sustainability goals are formulated and clear
benefits can be identified. However, even without strategic
goals an SPO could benefit from promoting energy efficient

Figure 6.

DG case: The scores on the individual acceptance statements (survey C), grouped per construct.

Figure 7. RS case: The acceptance scores per construct over sprint reviews.

software development. An overall reduction of the total cost
of ownership for a product allows an SPO to, e.g., maintain a
more competitive pricing model.
B. SQ2: Stimulus to trigger SEC awareness
Solely based on the acceptance results (cf. Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7), our conclusion would be that the dashboard does
not appear the right means to trigger awareness with respect
to SEC: while the dashboard is easy to use, shown by the
effort expectancy (EE), it does not stimulate to perform target
behavior (AT) or to positively influence technology usage (BI).
Confronting: Interpreting the scores in light of the awareness scores, we can only partially explain the negative sentiment found in the scores. If stakeholders do not know how
to reduce the SEC or become aware of the limitations imposed by, e.g., the technology used, presenting the dashboard
could frustrate and result in a negative sentiment towards the
dashboard. To this end, the dashboard does trigger awareness,
be it in a confronting manner. This suggests that awakening
awareness would be effective when combined with software
engineering knowledge on how to decrease the SEC.
Despite potentially being confronting, ‘Using the dashboard
is a good idea’ (AT) is one of few positive statements for
RS. Also DG stakeholders indicate they like working with
the dashboard and that the dashboard makes work more
interesting. However, DG stakeholders did not find using the
dashboard a good idea. While we cannot explain the unex-

pected decline with the latter, the results potentially indicate
the dashboard to contain useful elements in this context.
Presentation frequency: Apart from being confronting, the
frequency of presenting the dashboard, i.e. after every sprint,
could also have contributed to the negative sentiment. For
example, while the statement concerning the usefulness for
the job starts positive in both cases, consecutive measurements
indicate a negative sentiment. During the evaluation, stakeholders indicated that the SEC should not be inspected after
every sprint, unless there is a concrete motive to do so. Instead,
similar to other quality attributes, a periodical evaluation of the
SEC is considered to be sufficient.
Target audience: with DG a contrasting finding is found
with the PE statements (Fig. 6): while the dashboard is
considered increasingly less useful for the job, stakeholders
disagree less with using the dashboard as a means to increase
programming skills. The diversity of roles included in the
study, i.e. also non-developers, potentially explains this contrast, which would imply the dashboard in its current form
is role-specific and should be tailored for its target audience.
Combined with the SI results, indicating that stakeholders find
little support with others in using the energy dashboard, an
SPO should carefully consider what information to present on
a dashboard and to whom.
C. SQ3: incorporating SEC in the development process
The survey results indicate that the stakeholders are able to
make weighted decisions with respect to SEC, i.e. are aware of
the topic. However, for an SPO the ability to fulfill corporate
social responsibility goals with software products requires that
awareness is maintained. Based on the results, we can provide
the following related recommendations:
Formulate sustainability goals: Stakeholders indicated that
a reduced energy consumption benefits the organization and
the customer. When positioned as a strategic goal for the
organization, stakeholders can justify efforts to address the
SEC of their products. Additionally, by embedding SEC in
the organization, an SPO can also experience benefits from
the social norm that motivate stakeholders (C5). An effect that
can be potentially amplified by means of, e.g., gamification.
Set up knowledge bank: The overall impression, confirmed
by the results, is that there is limited knowledge on how to

actually address the SEC. Additionally, the results indicate
stakeholder increasingly becoming aware of the possibilities
in relation to SEC, which highlights the importance of having
an ECP [5] to guide decision-making. A knowledge bank on
this topic, containing e.g., tactics, patterns and best practices,
provides concrete guidelines, and potentially makes green
software practices more cost effective. Relating the knowledge
bank to the views in the ECP helps to make trade-offs on the
different aspects related to software design and strengthens the
relation with sustainability goals.
Quantify SEC: Despite the limited acceptance, the energy
dashboard proved useful to show the effects of development
efforts. Quantification makes SEC more concrete, hence enabling informed decision making. Additionally, the energy
dashboard can highlight specific achievements and potentially
encourage development efforts to further improve the software
quality. For example, the reduced CPU utilization by solving a
long term bug in RS (see Fig. 2) was put in the spotlight using
the energy dashboard. When an energy dashboard, or similar
stimulus, is to be implemented, an SPO needs to keep the
target audience in mind as this could greatly affect acceptance.
VII. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
This section presents the threats to validity as required by
[33], [35], [36]. For our study, the threats to validity can be
related to two separate aspects; performing SEC measurements
and the case study itself. With respect to the former, we
applied the methodology as described in [8] and as such were
confronted with the same threats to validity. Specifically the
reliability of JM, measurement interval, operating system effects, energy consumption overhead and measurement tooling
were of concern, and countered in the same manner [8]. In this
section, we focus on the latter aspect, the case study itself.
For the internal validity, uncontrolled factors that might
affect our results, we acknowledge that stakeholders could
have modified their behavior in response to being observed, i.e.
the Hawthorne effect. Additionally, following the principalagent problem, the motivation of the stakeholders to address
SEC could be affected by their (in)ability to choose the
technology being used and the fact that they do not pay the
energy bill. To minimize the effects we respectively minimized
the intrusiveness of our protocol and focused on the personal
experience with our survey statements.
External validity addresses the extent to which the results
can be generalized. While our inclusion criteria could exclude
SPOs from participating in our study, we argue that RS and
DG are representative for cases found in the software industry.
However, we do acknowledge the limited ability to generalize
findings beyond the two specific cases, and the limited number
of participants should be considered to, at best, provide
insight in SEC-related awareness in software engineering.
Additionally, further investigation is required into cultural
differences. Although the cases were separate enough within
the case company, thereby not affected by company-wide
cultural aspects, we were not able to investigate differences
between countries which would require more case studies.

The construct validity, the degree to which the measures
capture the concepts of interest, is focused around the survey.
First, the definition of awareness allowed us to create a survey
and perform the case study. However, as it is a field on its own,
we do not aim to provide a general definition of the term.
The resulting survey statements are systematically developed
and valid proxies for awareness. Other statements might be
included depending on the context, such as the software and
the organization under study. To minimize this threat we
carefully designed our study around the model in Fig. 1, and
established a chain of evidence that allowed us to relate the
individual statements to the six awareness constructs.
Finally, reliability considers the extent to which research is
dependent on the specific researchers. By describing, in detail,
the protocol that was followed as well as the forthcoming analysis, we provide openness in the research that is performed.
Deviations from the protocol were described as such. With
respect to the sentiment analysis being researcher dependent,
we support our claims with the data obtained from the study.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present the results of a embedded multicase study performed with two cases regarding two commercial software products. To provide an answer to our main
research question “how to create and maintain awareness of
the energy consumption perspective in software product development?”, we first investigated three sub-research questions.
To measure awareness (SQ1) we constructed a survey based
on six constructs that directly and indirectly affect awareness.
Although the survey is specific for our purposes and by no
means a generic solution, the survey data allowed us to express
awareness using a score. As a stimulus to trigger awareness
(SQ2), an energy dashboard was created including those
measurements the stakeholders consider relevant in relation
to the software product in their daily practice. The survey
and dashboard were combined in the overall multi-case study
organization, hence incorporating SEC awareness creation and
the related impact in the software development process (SQ3).
With respect to creating awareness, we found the stakeholders of both cases to actively discuss the topic during the case
study and able to make weighted decisions with respect to
SEC. In other words, appropriate stimuli help awaken SEC
awareness. To maintain SEC awareness, our results show that
organizational policy is required to support creating green
software products strengthened with a knowledge bank to
stimulate informed decision making on software design.
In future work, we plan to automate the testing activity
in case study organization to further lower the threshold to
perform SEC measurements. Also we plan to investigate the
SEC with individual development efforts, e.g. commits, to
distill guidelines for green software knowledge banks.
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